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At Commencement for the 144 graduates, the 
address Consecratio Medici (Devotion of the Doc­
tor) was delivered by the distinguished Harvard 
Professor of Surgery, Dr. Harvey C. Cushing, 
who was a close associate of Professor Thomas 
McCrae during their early careers at Johns Hop­
kins School of Medicine. 
The Jefferson Society for Clinical Investigation 
was organized in this year with eleven founders 
and thirty charter members from the faculty. Dr. 
Harold W. Jones was the first President and Dr. 
Thaddeus L. Montgomery the Vice President. 
Most of these participants achieved prominence 
in Academic Medicine. 
John B. Montgomery's lifelong association 
with Jefferson began with his internship, fol­
lowed by association with Professor Brooke M. 
Anspach. This began his advancement in the De­
partment of Gynecology leading to Co-Chair­
manship of Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1955 
(Fig. 235). He became Chairman in 1961. He was 
a popular teacher and also served as President 
of the Philadelphia Obstetrical Society as well as 
a founding member of the American College of 
Obstetricians and Gynecologists. Upon retire­
ment from the Chairmanship in 1965 he became 
Chief of the Department of Obstetrics and Gy­
necology at Methodist Hospital. He was Presi­
dent of the Alumni Association in 1961 and his 
portrait was presented to the College in 1965. In 
1951 he was awarded the honorary degree of 
Doctor of Science by his alma mater, Juniata Col­
lege, where he was also a trustee. In 1972 Jef­
ferson honored him with the degree of Doctor 
of Pedagogy and he received its Alumni Achieve­
ment award in 1979. 
Theodore R. Fetter, student leader and editor 
of the year book, served his internship at Jeffer­
son and was then appointed to the staff of genito­
urinary surgery. He became assistant to Profes­
sor Loux and later to Professor Stellwagen. Un­
der Professor Davis he advanced rapidly and ab­
sorbed the new teachings leading to an extensive 
practice. In 1951 he succeeded Dr. Davis as Chair­
man of Urology. Dr. Fetter was a forceful person, 
technically skilled, and a frequent contributor to 
medical literature. He served as President of the 
Alumni Association in 1950 and of the Philadel­
phia County Medical Society, the Pennsylvania 
State Medical Society, and the Mid-Atlantic Sec­
tion of the American Urological Association. Leb­
anon Valley College honored him with the de­
gree of Doctor of Science (Fig. 236). 
Harold L. Stewart, Senior Class President and 
winner of the Surgery Prize, pursued post-grad­
uate study at the United States Army Medical 
School. He returned to Jefferson as a research 
fellow in 1929 and advanced in the Department 
of Pathology until he joined a new research 
group at Harvard University in 1937 which in 
Fig. 235. John B. Montgomery (JMC, '26), Chairman of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology (1961-65). 
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1939 moved to Bethesda, Maryland as the nu­
cleus of the National Cancer Institute. In 1954 he 
became Chief of the Department of Pathological 
Anatomy of the Clinical Center of the National 
Institutes of Health. He served as a member of 
the National Research Council and on the World 
Health Organization Advisory Panel on Cancer. 
Dr. Stewart was also President of the American 
Society for Cancer Research, the American So­
ciety for Experimental Pathology, Society of Pa­
thologists, and the International Council of So­
cieties of Pathologists. In 1966 he received the 
Jefferson Alumni Achievement Award (Fig. 237). 
Leandro M. Tocantins, a native of Brazil, be­
came an internationally recognized hematolo­
gist. Beginning in 1930 as J. Ewing Mears Fellow, 
his clinical and research skills were quickly ap­
parent and he advanced in the Department of 
Medicine to Director of the Cardeza Foundation 
for Hematologic Research in 1954. In 1959 he 
achieved the position of Cardeza Professor of 
Clinical Medicine and Hematology. He was Vice­
President of the International Society of Hema­
tology and President (1956/57) of the National 
Blood Club while also doing extensive writing, 
speaking and editing (Fig. 238). The portrait of 
Dr. Tocantins was presented to the College in the 
Tocantins Memorial Library of the Charlotte 
Drake Cardcza Foundation in 1964. 
George C. Griffith's evolving career was her­
alded by his winning the Alumni Prize at grad­
uation. His progress in academic medicine was 
rapid and distinguished, leading to his Profes­
sorship of Medicine, School of Medicine, Uni-
Fig. 236. Theodore R Fetter (JMC, '26), Chairman of 
Urology (1951-67). 
Fig. 237. 1{arold L. Stewart (JMC, '26), prominent in 
cancer research. 
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versity of Southern California. A master clinician 
and teacher, he became one of the nation's lead­
ing cardiologists. He held many important posts, 
including Presidency of the American College of 
Cardiology and the American Therapeutic Soci­
ety. He received numerous awards including the 
Cummings Humanitarian Award for Distin­
guished Teaching, Merit Awards from Los An­
geles County and California Heart Associations 
and the Gold Heart Award from the American 
Heart Association. In 1969 he received the Jef­
ferson Alumni Achievement Award (Fig. 239). 
Pascal F. Lucchesi, following internship at the 
Philadelphia General Hospitat went on to the 
Philadelphia Hospital for Contagious Diseases, 
soon becoming Medical Director. During World 
War II he advanced in multinational public health 
posts as Lieutenant Colonel in the United States 
Army and was cited for meritorious service. In 
1946 he was appointed Medical Director of the 
Philadelphia General Hospital and in 1952 he ac­
cepted the post of administrator of the newly 
merged Albert Einstein Medical Center. He was 
President of the Hospital Association of Penn­
sylvania and of the Philadelphia County Medical 
Society. From 1949 to 1960 he was Professor and 
Head of the Section of Public Health and Pre­
ventive Medicine at Hahnemann Medical Col­
lege. He received the Strittmatter Award in 1947 
and a Doctor of Science degree from LaSalle Col­
lege in 1954. 
Arno E. Town pursued training in Ophthal­
mology, receiving an M.Sc. degree in Ophthal­
mology at Graduate School of Medicine of the 
University of Pennsylvania in 1929, and served 
a residency at Bellevue Hospital in New York. 
He was then appointed to several New York hos­
pitals advancing to Acting Chief of Ophthal-
Fig. 239. George C. Griffith (JMC, '26), one of the nation's 
leading cardiologists. 
Fig. 238. Leandro M. Tocantins (JMC, '26), internationally 
recognized hema tologist. 
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mology at Bellevue and Acting Head of the De­ Carroll R. Mullen followed his internship at 
partment at New York University College of the Philadelphia Generalilospital with direct ap­
Medicine. After wartime Naval service he re­ pointment to its ophthalmology staff, advancing 
turned to New York but in 1948 he was ap­ to its chief in 1936. He became associated with 
pointed Professor and Chairman of Ophthal­ Jefferson and Wills Eye Hospitals and advanced 
mology at Jefferson where he established a in the latter to become Executive Surgeon in 1949. 
research program in his specialty allied with the A popular and energetic person, he was elected 
Department of Physiology (Fig. 240).	 President of the Jefferson Alumni Association in 
1953 and succeeded classmate Arno Town as 
Chairman and Professor of Ophthalmology at 
Jefferson in 1956. In ]959 he was elected to the 
Board of City Trusts. He was also consultant to 
numerous regional hospitals (Fig. 241). 
John T. Eads, following Jefferson internship, 
became associated with Dr. Martin E. Rehfuss in 
the organization of the Gastrointestinal Clinic. 
He advanced to Assistant Professor of Medicine. 
He was consultant to numerous hospitals and 
during World War II served as Commander in 
the United States Navy Medical Corps. 
Pyn Noyes Muangman returned to his native 
Thailand (Siam) to teach medicine and establish 
the first Radiology Department there. He served 
as Under Secretary of Health in the Ministry of 
Public Health from 1958 to 1960. In 1961 he was 
awarded the degree of Doctor of Science by Grin­
nell College and the Doctor of Laws by Jefferson 
Medical College. 
Kelvin A. Kaspar became widely known for 
tear duct surgery on which he published nu­
merous articles. He became affiliated with sev­
eral Philadelphia hospitals and went on to Chief 
of Otolaryngology at Wills Eye Hospital. His Jef­
ferson association was followed by advancement 
to Clinical Professor of Otolaryngology. 
M'i~i-iilipid. 
Atkinson, Harold c., GA Charles, Roland Keith, Jr., sc 
Baker, Eugene Manigault,Jr., GA Chritzman, Henry G., FA 
Baker, George Iverson, TN Ciliberti, Frank John, Jr., NJ 
Baker, John Cushing, PA Clair, Philip 5., PA 
Baldauf, Leonard Clair, FA Cleland, J. Wallace, PA 
Barr, William Bryce, FA Cohen, Morton Reese, FA 
Beckley, James Harold, PA Conly, Leonard Hudson, NY 
Beeghley, Jesse Wirt, wv Corrin, Kenneth Matthew, co 
Belknap, Harold Porter, NY Crowl, Edward Cleaver, PA 
Bloemendaal, Gerrit J., SD Davis, Adrian Eugene, OH 
Bloom, D. George, PA Davis, Philip B., NC 
Brooks, David Marshall, PA Doster, James Thomas, Jr., AL 
Buechele, Modestus William, FA Drake, Ralph L., KS 
Carlyle, John Bethune, NC Dwyer, Charles Raymond, PA 
1926 
Fig. 240. Arno E. Town (JMC, '26), Chairman of Oph­
thalmology (1948-56). 
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Eads, John Trimble, IL 
Ericson, Russell Waldo, MN 
Fahrney, Henry Laurence, MD 
Fetter, Theodore Roosevelt, PA 
Fox, William, NY 
Franco-Guerra, Rodrigo, PERU 
FresoIi, Michael, PA 
Gemmill, Norman Hamilton, PA 
George, Melbourne E. W., MO 
Glinsky, George Clement, PA 
Glover, Lewis Pellman, PA 
Goldman, Sidney Sanders, PA 
Goodwin, Harold Isaac, UT 
Gordon, John Wood, Jr., PA 
Griffith, George Cupp, PA 
Grone, Robert Yocum, PA 
Gross, Harry, NY 
Grove, Bruce A., PA 
Gusman, Harry Arnold, OH 
Hackler, Robert Hardin, Jr., NC 
Hamner, Benjamin Harold, Jr., PA 
Hannon, James Augustus, PA 
Fig. 241. Carroll R. Mullen OMc, '26), Chairman of Oph­
thalmology (1956-61). 
Harwitz, Morris, DE 
Hester, William Shepherd, NC 
Hirschfield, Bernard, A., NJ 
Holt, William Preston, Jr., NC 
Hopkins, Maurice Albert, CA 
Humphrey, Isaac, PA 
Hyman, Isaac Charles, NJ 
Jackson, Thomas, Jr., PA 
Johnson, Joseph Lewis, NC 
Jones, Emmett Lee, Jr., MD 
Kasper, Kelvin A., MN 
Kinsey, Irwin Zepp, PA 
Kirk, Marvin Edward, CA 
Kline, Luther Henry, PA 
Langston, William c., MO 
Lentz, Edmund Tutay, PA 
Linard, Donald Herbert, OH 
Lorry, Ralph w., PA 
Lucchesi, Pascal Francis, PA 
Luckey, Paul David, wv 
Mainzer, Francis S., PA 
Mainzer, Peter George, PA 
Manley, John Gerard, PA 
Marcil, George Edward, MA 
Marshall, Louis Richard, OH 
Martin, John Allen, PA 
Matheson, Robert Arthur, Jr., NC 
McDermott, Vincent Thomas, N) 
McDonald, Edward Paul, NY 
McGeary, Francis J., PA 
Meikle, Thomas Harry, PA 
Menard, Oliver Joseph, NY 
Mengel, Sterling Frederic, PA 
Mensch, Harvey George, PA 
Miller, Armand Jones, PA 
Miller, Wilbur Hobson, PA 
Montgomery, John Barrick, PA 
Moore, Neal Richard, MI 
Mowry, Harry Dale, PA 
Muangman, Pyn Noyes, SIAM 
Mullen, Carroll Richard, NE 
Murdock, John Robinson, UT 
Murphy, Charles Michael, AL 
Nesbit, William Wesley, PA 
Nichols, Harold, PA 
Oesau, Harold Thomas, CT 
Parent, Fernand Noel, PA 
Parris, Herman Morris, PA 
Pick, Theodore, NY 
Pratt, Gerald Edward, NE 
Purcell, James Bernard, PA 
Pyles, John Wylie, wv 
Rankin, Charles Albert, PA 
Rappaccioli, Buenaventura, NICARAGUA 
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Redland, Arthur John, PA 
Reed, Thomas Godfrey, wv 
Richards, Thomas, FA 
Rivers, Thurston Donnell, AL 
Robinson, Joseph LeRoi, UT 
Roderer, Louis J. F., PA 
Roeder, Paul Herbert, PA 
Rosenberg, Louis, NJ 
Rowe, Daniel Mannix, ME 
Rush, George Blackmore, wv 
Sandler, Isadore Lewis, DC 
Schultz, William Clyde, Jr., PA 
Shapiro, Jacob, DE 
Shipps, Hammell Pierce, NJ 
Smith, Richard Mays, TX 
Snyder, Harry Minis, PA 
Sterner, Robert Fulton, PA 
Stewart, Harold L., PA 
Stomberg, Dwight William, MN 
Stone, Alvord Lovell, FL 
Stubenrauch, Walter Herman, NT 
Sumner, Howard Leon, NC 
Sussman, Walter, NY 
Swindell, Orval Fisher, MO 
Tate, James H., FA 
Thomas, Carlyle Milton, P/\ 
Thomas, Edward L. c., PA 
Tocantins, Leandro Maues, BRAZIL 
Touhey, J. Manning, P/\ 
Town, Arno Emerson, FL 
Trexler, Clifford Hertzog, PA 
Ulloa, Angel Augusto, HONDURAS 
Uttal, Joseph, NY 
Vesell, Morton, NY 
Watkins, Joseph Conrad, Jr., NC 
Weimann, Max Ludwig, NJ 
White, Joseph William, PA 
Winston, Julius, PA 
Wolfrom, Carlos Eugene, NY 
Young, James L., sc 
Entrance to Thompson Annex, 1020 Sansom Street. 
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At the Commencement of June 3, in the Acad­
emy of Music, the honorary degree of Doctor of 
Science was awarded by Board President, Mr. 
Alba B. Johnson, to Francis Xavier Dercum, 
Emeritus Professor of Nervous and Mental Dis­
eases at Jefferson Medical College. Degrees were 
awarded to 138 graduates. 
John Heysham Gibbon, Jr. was destined to be­
come world-renowned for his perfection of the 
heart-lung machine and successful performance 
of the first intracardiac operation with its aid on 
May 6, 1953 (Fig. 242). He was a fifth generation 
physician whose father (JMC, 1891, Fig. 125) was 
a Professor of Surgery at Jefferson from 1907 to 
1931. Dr. Gibbon went on to become the third 
Samuel D. Gross Professor of Surgery (1956-67) 
and to receive innumerable honors both at home 
and abroad. In addition to a distinguished mil­
itary career in World War II, he was active in 
matters relating to teaching, training, research, 
writing and editing, public health, community 
affairs, and presidency of many professional or­
ganizations. His name was engraved on Jeffer­
son's Winged Ox Column; he served as President 
of the Alumni Association in 1960; the Class of 
1963 presented his portrait to the College; and a 
room in the Kellow Conference Area was named 
in his honor in 1979 (Fig. 243). 
Howard Holt Bradshaw, of Tennessee, became 
a pioneer in thoracic surgery (Fig. 244). He pub-
Fig. 242. John H. Gibbon, Jr. (JMC, '27) with his heart­
lung machine. 
Fig. 243. John H. Gibbon, Jr. (JMC, '27), Samuel D. Gross 
Professor of Surgery (1956-67). 
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lished numerous papers pertaining to basic re­
search in anesthesia and pulmonary physiology. 
After special training in Boston, he activated the 
thoracic surgical service at Jefferson's Pine Street 
Hospital, maintained an active role in clinical 
thoracic surgery at Jefferson Hospital, and lec­
tured to the medical students. In 1940 his inter­
national reputation led to an invitation to the 
Bowman Gray School of Medicine as Professor 
of Surgery, where he continued to contribute to 
the development of thoracic surgery. 
Robert Bruce Nye, as a bright youthful clini­
cian in Jefferson's Department of Medicine, be­
came Director of the Curtis Clinic at its opening 
in 1931. His success in administrative duties led 
to his appointment to succeed Dr. Henry K. Moh­
ler as Director of Jefferson Hospital in 1938 when 
the latter became Dean. Dr. Nye's tenure was 
interrupted by World War II in which he served 
as a Lieutenant Colonel with Jefferson's 3Rth 
General Hospital (1941-45). He returned to his 
teaching post in the Department of Medicine in 
1946 and became Assistant Dean in 1951 and As­
sociate Dean in 1960. Until his sudden death in 
1966 he was intimately involved with Jefferson 
Medical College admissions (Fig. 245). 
Fig. 244. Howard H. Bradshaw (JMC, '27), pioneer in tho­
racic surgery and research. 
Fig. 245. Robert B. Nye (JMC, '27), Director of Jefferson 
IIospital and Assistant Dean. 
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Samuel M. Dodek became Professor of Clinical 
Obstetrics/Gynecology at George Washington 
School of Medicine. As Professor Emeritus his 
portrait was presented to the library of the School 
of Health Sciences at George Washington Uni­
versity in 1976. 
Members of this class who subsequently 
taught at Jefferson were: David Raymond Mer­
anze in Bacteriology, William Taylor Hunt, Jr. in 
Ophthalmology, John Cornelius McNerney in 
Neurosurgery, Richard Manges Smith in Roent­
genology, and Herbert Andrew Widing in Sur­
gery. Orville Carrier King became a well known 
Philadelphia surgeon and Chief of Surgery at the 
Pennsylvania Hospital. 
Allen, Robert E., PA 
Alley, Ralph Martin, ID 
Anderson, Claude, FL 
Bache, William, Jr., PA 
Bauer, Henry Paul, PA 
Beckley, Daniel William, PA 
Bell, Benjamin Tertius, PA 
Berlin, Allison Janis, PA 
Bertolet, Charles Boileau, PA 
Bigelow, Samuel Irvin, PA 
Bloemendaal, Dirk Cornelius, SD 
Bonner, William Richard, PA 
Bowman, James E., PA 
Boylan, Peter Clement, CT 
Boyle, Peter Leo, IL 
Bradshaw, Howard Holt, TN 
Brophy, John Robert, CANADA 
Brown, Kermit English, NC 
Bryant, Frank Leytze, IA 
Callahan, Peter Alfonso, PA 
Canby, Joseph Edward, PA 
Carter, Thomas Jerrell, KS 
Cippes, Isaac Benjamin, PA 
Conrad, Robert Parlett, MD 
Crawford, Lewis Gething, PA 
Crothers, W. Gifford, MD 
Cunningham, George Norman, wv 
Dankmyer, Edward Charles, PA 
Derr, Raymond Kiesling, PA 
Diehl, William Harold, IN 
Dinge, Ferdinand Charles, NJ 
Dinnison, Charles Clarence, NJ 
Dodek, Samuel Mayer, DC 
Dougherty, Joseph Francis, PA 
Elicker, Charles Robert, NJ 
Epstein, Isadore Leslie, PA 
Etheridge, Charles Henry, PA 
Fischl, Arthur Allyn, NY 
Fisher, Luther Irvin, PA 
Fockler, Hubert Haymond, wv 
Fooks, Carleton Cannon, NJ 
Fox, William F., PA 
Miii.i.iiiMPM' 
Foxe, Arthur Norman, NY 
Gasteiger, Ernest Sipe, PA 
Gelpi, William Rosario, PUERTO RICO 
George, Arnold Phillips, MA 
Gibbon, John Heysham, Jr., PA 
Gibson, Arnold L., PA 
Gifford, Roy William, PA 
Glenn, Herbert Ross, PA 
Green, Joseph Sidney, PA 
Griffith, Jo Crownover, PA 
Hanlon, Edmund Francis, PA 
Hannon, John W. G., PA 
Hawkins, William Raymond, Rl 
Heise, Herbert vonRohr, MN 
Hogsett, Robert Fuller, PA 
Hughes, Brady Alexander, MS 
Hunt, William T., Jr., PA 
Imhoff, Robert Ernst, Nj 
Imler, Daniel Canning, PA 
King, Edward Sandling, NC 
King, Orville Carrier, PA 
Klein, Isadore, CT 
Kneibert, Fred Louis, MO 
Koppisch de Cardona, Enrique, PUERTO RICO 
Landau, James Hard, PA 
Leventhal, Gottlieb Samuel, NY 
Levi, Leo Meyer, OH 
Logan, Thomas Megowan, PA 
Lucas, Robert Sloan, PA 
Magrath, Joseph Leo, PA 
Matter, Ralph P., PA 
McGourty, David Philip, CT 
McMahon, James Jerome, PA 
McMahon, James Joseph, PA 
McNerney, John c., CT 
Meranze, David Raymond, PA 
Miceli, Silvio, PA 
Michelson, Joseph Percy, NY 
Milham, Claude Gilbert, Jr., NC 
Miller, Fred John, PA 
Mitchell, Gurney Talmage, NC 
Mobilia, Joseph A., PA 
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Moore, John Burleson, Jr., TX 
Morris, Truman Nicholas, AR 
Nicodemus, Roy Elvin, PA 
Noyes, Kenneth Eugene, UT 
Nye, Robert Bruce, NC 
Ogden, Andrew Edman, OH 
Pell, Edward N., Jr., wv 
Phillips, John D., PA 
Promin, David, PA 
Purnell, John Straw, PA 
Purpura, Anthony J., wv 
Quinn, Everett Roy, MO 
Ralph, Leland Paul, WI 
Ringawa, Peter E., PA 
Robart, Wilbur c., OH 
Ross, Donald Price, NC 
Ross, Thomas Wallace, NC 
Ruth, Chauncey Elwood, PA 
Scicchitano, Romualdo Riccardo, PA 
Seltzer, Mitchell, TX 
Shanno, Ralph Leopold, PA 
Smith, Richard Manges, PA 
Sneddon, Alexander Hamilton, OH 
Snyder, Howard Errol, KS 
Somers, Myer, VA 
Sparks, Samuel M., PA 
Stambaugh, Ervin Luther, PA 
Stein, Bernard Benjamin, PA 
Stephenson, John Edward, wv 
Surkosky, John Joseph, PA 
Sweterlitsch, Louis Henry, PA 
Thomas, Irving Oakley, PA 
Tice, Walter Thomas, NC 
Tomlinson, J. Wesley, PA 
Tracy, Henry Miron, PA 
Turchik, Frank, CT 
Tushim, John Andrew, PA 
Van Seiver, Cecil B., NJ 
Vance, John Clair, PA 
Wall, James H., sc 
Walsh, William Joseph, Jr., PA 
Weidenmier, Carl Henry, OH 
Weiler, Howard George, wv 
Weiss, Edward Hervey, PA 
Whalen, John Francis, PA 
Whims, Clarence Bernard, NC 
Whitehouse, Alfred Edmund, Jr., NJ 
Widing, Herbert Andrew, PA 
Witt, Eric William, OR 
Yarbrough, James Elmo, NC 
Yoshida, Yasohichi, JAPAN 
Zehner, George D., PA 
Zeller, Raymond Bryant, MS 
Zimskind, Joshua Norman, NJ 
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---- 1928 ---­
The Commencement was held on June 1 for 
144 graduates at which time the Address was 
delivered by Henry A. Christian, M.D., Hersey 
Professor of Medicine at Harvard, on "The Lure 
of Medicine." He was awarded an honorary de­
gree of Doctor of Science by the President of the 
Board, Mr. Alba B. Johnson. 
In this illustrious class, no one would exceed 
Jo Ono, of Japan, in world acclaim (Fig. 246). He 
came to the United States at the age of 16 and 
worked his way through high school, Lafayette 
College, and Jefferson Medical College. After in­
ternship at Jefferson, he took special training in 
diseases of the chest and continued with the 
study of bronchoesophagology under Professor 
Louis H. Clerf (JMC, '12, Fig. 183) from 1932 to 
Fig. 246. Jo Ono (JMC, '28), internationally renowned oto­
laryngologist and bronchoesophagologist. 
1934. He then returned to Tokyo where he was 
instrumental in organizing the Japanese Bron­
choesophagological Society and the International 
Federation of Oto-Rhino-Laryngological Socie­
ties in which he served as Chairman from 1965 
to 1973. He was instrumental in organizing the 
Japan Chapter and became Regent of the Amer­
ican College of Chest Physicians. He also organ­
ized the Society for Promotion of International 
Otolaryngology in which he held the position of 
Director for a number of years. An Official Del­
egate of Japan to meetings in foreign countries 
15 times, an officer in 15 medical societies, author 
of eight books and at least 100 medical papers, 
he was a recipient of the Alumni Achievement 
Award in 1976. 
Robert Archibald Matthews, of Pennsylvania, 
won four prizes at graduation. After internship 
(1930) he was appointed Instructor in Nervous 
and Mental Diseases at Jefferson, which marked 
the beginning of a distinguished career in psy­
chiatry. During the next 20 years he rose to Clin­
ical Professor of Psychiatry and served as Acting 
Head of the Department during World War II. 
In 1950 he accepted the position of Head of Psy­
chiatry and Neurology at the Louisiana State 
University School of Medicine. In 1956 he re­
turned to Jefferson as Chairman of Psychiatry as 
well as the first Commissioner of Mental Health 
for the State of Pennsylvania (Fig. 247). He also 
became the first Chairman of a clinical depart­
ment to be fully salaried by the institution. At 
the height of his career as teacher, author, com­
missioner and as lecturer to numerous profes­
sional and lay groups, he was tragically killed in 
an automobile accident in 1961 at the age of 58. 
David Mendel Farrell spent his entire profes­
sional career at Jefferson as a model clinician and 
teacher in which he rose to the rank of Professor 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology. He pioneered in 
a method to obtain pre-natal electrocardiograms. 
Guy Maurice Nelson developed an early in­
terest in gastroenterology at Jefferson and par­
ticipated with Dr. Martin E. Rehfuss in research 
in this specialty. Together in 1935 they co-au­
1928 351 
thorcd a book on The Medical Treatment of Gall­
bladder Disease. Dr. Nelson was prominent as a 
clinician and teacher in the Department of Med­
icine for many years (Fig. 248). 
Other members of this class who served on 
the Jeffcrson Faculty were Robert Smith Book-
hammer in Psychiatry, Mahlon Carlton Hine­
baugh in Obstetrics, and William Joseph Tourish 
in Surgery. Ignatius Stanley Hneleski went on to 
become Medical Director of the Philadelphia 
General Hospital for many years. 
W'MilliMPH:_ 
Angel, Edgar, NC 
Applestein, Robert, NJ 
Auslander, Milton Manuel, PA 
Bailey, Desmond Mark, PA 
Baker, Leslie Earl, PA 
Barr, John Franklin, MO 
Beaumont, Fred Higgins, IA 
Benner, Norman Ray, PA 
Blanchard, Charles Lester, N) 
Bohlender, John Frederick, PA 
Bolman, Harold Robert, UT 
Bookhammer, Robert 5., PA 
Fig. 247. Robert A. Matthews (JMC '28), Chairman of 
Psychiatry (1958-61). 
Bowersox, Clarence Allen, PA 
Boyle, James William, PA 
Bray, Russell Stanton, RI 
Briglia, Frank Joseph, PA 
Brock, Ernest, PA 
Burnett, George Warren, PA 
Carroll, Walter James E., MA 
Cashman, William M., PA 
Cason, William Martin, GA 
Chenowith, Robert F., MD 
Clay, Harry A., PA 
Collett, Harry Downing, PA 
Corpening, Flave Hart, NC 
Custer, Richard Philip, PA 
Daugherty, John Arthur, PA 
Davidson, Henry A., NJ 
Deardorff, Charles Leedom, PA 
DeWitt, Virgil Barzillai, NY 
Duffy, Thomas Ambrose, PA 
Earp, Halburt Hale, MO 
Elias, Elmer John, NJ 
Ellrich, David L., CT 
Eschbach, Joseph William, PA 
Farrcll, David Mendel, VA 
Fetter, E. Minton, NC 
Fliegel, William Milton, PA 
Gallagher, Charles Michael, PA 
Gates, Lionel, PA 
George, Forney Philip, PA 
Givhan, Edgar Gilmore, Jr., AL 
Gleitz, Allen August, PA 
Goldstein, Samuel, NJ 
Grundfast, Thcodore Harvey, NY 
Haire, Robert Donnell, Jr., MO 
Hatch, Lerleen Clement, ID 
Heddc, Eugene Lee, IN 
Hermanutz, William Henry, PA 
High, Carl Milton, PA 
Hinebaugh, Mahlon Carleton, Jr., MD 
Hneleski, Ignatius Stanley, NY 
Hofer, Clarence John M., NJ 
Hoffman, Richards Holmes, PA 
Hoge, Vane Morgan, PA 
Holsinger, Paul G., PA 
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Jackson, Clarence Cecil R., CANADA 
Jacobson, Frank Jay, Rl 
Jamack, John August, PA 
Johnston, David Anderson, PA 
Kalett, Joseph, CT 
Kalez, Marion Michael, WA 
Kapp, Carl Gailard, PA 
Kennedy, William McLane, NC 
Kinney, Albert Girton, NJ 
Knappenberger, Fred Charles, PA 
Koppel, Alexander, DE 
Laauwe, Harold William, NJ 
Lampe, William Thomas, PA 
Lauster, Carl Franz, OH 
Lavell, Meyer Quintin, PA 
Lazzaro, Orlando Anthony, PA 
Lehman, James Alphonsus, PA 
Leonard, Jacob c., Jr., NC 
Levy, Charles, DE 
Levy, Jacob Julius, PA 
Fig. 248. Guy M. Nelson OMC, '28), a clinician and re­
searcher in gastroenterology. 
Lighthizer, Charles William, OH 
Luckett, Charles Luther, IN 
Lungerhausen, Carl Oscar, MI 
Mancoll, Morris Max, CT 
Maness, Archibald Kelly, NC 
Manley, John Edward, PA 
Marquand, Edgar Allen, OH 
Matthews, Robert Archibald, PA 
McCandless, Garrett c., PA 
McCarthy, George Logan, RI 
McCuskey, William Cecil D., wv 
McGovern, Leonard F., PA 
Mcintyre, Stephen, NC 
Mecca, James John, PA 
Metzgar, Thomas I., PA 
Metzler, Gottfried, Jr., PA 
Mhley, Cornelius Michael, PA 
Millard, Joseph Delcamp, PA 
Millard, Oscar Benjamin, PA 
Moll, Francis Keiter, PA 
Moretti, John Joseph, NJ 
Morgan, Philip John, PA 
Murphy, Herschel Stratton, TX 
Nelson, Guy Maurice, sc 
Niemtzow, Frank, NJ 
Ogburn, Lundie c., NC 
Ono, Jo, JAPAN 
Ornston, Darius Gray, PA 
Osterhout, Franklin Farnham, PA 
Park, George, wv • 
Pinner, Warren Elias, NJ 
Pollock, James Kells, PA 
Pons, Juan Antonio, PUERTO RlCO 
Pulliam, Benjamin E., NC 
Purser, Thomas, Jr., MS 
Rafferty, Francis Brai, CT 
Ranck, John Milton, PA 
Reyes de los, Joseph M., CUBA 
Ringwalt, John David, PA 
Roberts, Allison Hardee, FL 
Rudolph, Jack Arthur, OH 
Russo, Joseph, PA 
Salvin, Monte, NY 
Sample, Adrian Moore, FL 
Scarano, Joseph Albert, PA 
Schildnecht, Page Milburn, MD 
Schloss, C. Kenneth, OH 
Schloss, Eugene Mathias, OH 
Sekerak, Albert John, NJ 
Selen, Swen Gideon, PA 
Shaub, A. Paul, PA 
Shellman, Alexander, NY 
Snyder, George A., PA 
Staats, Roydice, wv 
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Strauch, Henry Jacob, PA 
Strause, Harold Luther, PA 
Tai, En Shui, CHINA 
Tarrant, James Wyatte, Jr., sc 
Thomas, James Anthony, PA 
Timberlake, Baxter Hall, NC 
Tiracchia, Joseph, PA 
Tomish, William Joseph, PA 
Warren, Jacob, NJ 
Weigel, Charles F. B., PA 
Welcher, Howard Alfred, PA 
White, William Whitney, PA 
Wiley, Norman Hyde, PA 
Wood, George Thomas, Jr., NC 
~ .. 
J 
Architect's Drawing for the new College (1929) and Curtis Clinic (1931) Buildings. 
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At the Commencement held at the Academy 
of Music on June 7, the honorary LL.D. degree 
was conferred upon Lawrence F. Flick, M.D. 
(JMC, 1879, Fig. 99) by Board President Mr. Alba 
B. Johnson. Dr. Flick was a pioneer in promoting 
measures to more effectively prevent and control 
pulmonary tuberculosis. 
This year marked the completion of the new 
Medical College Building at 1025 Walnut Street, 
a major milestone in Jefferson's progress (Fig. 
249). This replaced the 1898 Medical College 
Building previously located at the Northwest 
Corner of 10th and Walnut Streets. 
Anthony Frederick DePalma, of Pennsylvania, 
became the James Edwards Professor and Chair­
man of Orthopaedics at Jefferson in 1950. He was 
a forceful teacher, skillful surgical technician, 
and prolific writer. His textbooks became classics 
and included: Surgery of the Shoulder (1950), Dis­
eases of the Knee (1954), Degenerative Changes in the 
Sternoclavicular and Acromioclavicular Joints in Var­
ious Decades (1957), The Management of Fractures 
Fig. 249. College Building at 1025 Walnut Street under construction in 1928 (left) and completed in 1929 (right). 
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and Dislocations (1959), and The Intervertebral Disc 
(co-authored with Dr. Richard H. Rothman, 
1970). He also edited Clinical Orthopaedics, a series 
of volumes in symposium form produced under 
the auspices of the Association of Bone and Joint 
Surgeons. The Class of 1962 presented his por­
trait to the College and he received the Alumni 
Achievement Award in 1975 (Fig. 250). The 
Thompson auditorium was named in his honor 
in 1990. 
Mario Alberto Castallo, of Rhode Island, took 
residency training in obstetrics and gynecology 
in New York. He joined the Jefferson Faculty in 
1933 and maintained an active practice for almost 
50 years. Rising to the rank of Clinical Professor 
of Obstetrics and Gynecology by 1952, he au­
thored numerous contributions to the medical 
literature, published more than ten books, and 
served as Alumni Association President in 1966. 
He was never seen on campus without a fresh 
carnation in his lapel (Fig. 251). 
Sherman Alfred Eger, of Pennsylvania, took a 
surgical residency at the Crile Clinic, working 
under the influence of its founder, the elder 
George Crile. On his return to Philadelphia he 
joined Jefferson's Faculty in the Department of 
Surgery, rising to Clinical Professor. He was the 
author of many articles on a broad spectrum of 
surgical disorders and prepared exhibits for local 
and national meetings. His particular interest, 
which had been stimulated initially by Dr. Crile, 
was in surgery for hypertension by denervation 
of the adrenal glands (Fig. 252). 
James Miller Surver, of Pennsylvania, after 
serving as intern and chief resident physician at 
Jefferson Hospital, went abroad to visit many of 
the outstanding clinics. On return to Jefferson's 
Department of Surgery, he lectured on basic 
principles of surgery in the sophomore year and 
on oncology during the junior year. For many 
years he conducted the weekly tumor confer­
ences. In addition to general surgery, Dr. Surver 
Fig. 250. Anthony F. DePalma (JMC, '29), James Edwards 
Professor and Chairman of Orthopaedics (1950-70). 
Fig. 251. Mario A. Castallo (JMC, '29), Clinical Professor 
of Obstetrics and Cynecology. 
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played an important role in the early phases of than 60 years kept his association with the De­
chest surgery at Jefferson. The senior class of partment of Surgery and rarely missed any event 
1954 dedicated its year book to him (Fig. 253). connected with his alma mater. 
Paul Owen Blake, of North Carolina, for more 
Aaron, Francis A., PA 
Adams, John M., NC 
Bartlett, Lester Lawson, PA 
Bauer, William Andrew, PA 
Baylor, Robert Stewart, Jr., PA 
Bisbing, John Hoover, PA 
Blake, PaulO., NC 
Boines, George James, DE 
Bolich, John Albert, PA 
Boyer, Ivan Norman, PA 
Bridges, Edward, NJ 
Brown, Joseph Donald, PA 
Browning, William John, II., NJ 
Castallo, Mario Alberto, RI 
Chambers, Paul Jones, Jr., AL 
Mi'''{jiJim· 
Chang, Yen Pui, HAWAII 
Cohen, Louis Benjamin, PA 
Cox, Ralph L., PA 
Davis, Reuben, Jr., TX 
DeCato, Alfred A., OH 
Delicate, William Ernest, IL 
DePalma, Anthony F., PA 
Dieker, Howard E., NJ 
Eger, Sherman Alfred, PA 
Evans, Archie Paul, AL 
Floyd, William R., sc 
Freeman, Alton Brooks, NC 
Gahan, John Winthrop, MA 
Garcia-Estrada, Manuel, PUERTO RICO 
Geetter, Isidore S., CT 
Fig. 252. Sherman A. Eger (JMC, '29), Clinical Professor 
of Surgery. 
Fig. 253. James M. Surver (JMC, '29) lectured on basic 
principles of surgery. 
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Gehret, Andrew Martin, PA 
Goehring, Donald E., PA 
Graham, Charles Macgirt, NC 
Gregersen, Leo Delbert, UT 
Griffith, Alexander Hamilton, II, CA 
Grossman, Samuel Linn, PA 
Hahn, Karl William, PA 
Harrison, Milton, MD 
Hart, Vincent Paul, PA 
Hartley, Colin Hays, PA 
Hauck, Samuel Melvin, PA 
Hawes, Vernon Lee, NC 
Heberling, Jacob Zern, PA 
Henry, John Cotton, OH 
Hess, Paul Richard, PA 
Hoberman, Louis Karl, PA 
Holland, Eugene Amos, wv 
Hollywood, James Leonard, PA 
Houston, Robert Alexander, PA 
Hudson, Joseph Charles, PA 
Hume, Evan Borroum, TX 
Hutchinson, William James, PA 
Hymovich, Leo, CT 
Izenberg, David, N) 
Izlar, William H., GA 
Johnson, John Samuel, NC 
Johnson, Lawrence Carl, CA 
Jones, Eurfryn, PA 
Jordan, John Brogan, Jr., PA 
Keating, John Francis, N) 
Kegaries, Donald Luther, PA 
Kelley, Eugene Michael, PA 
Kennedy, Finley A, sc 
Kerry, Marshall, GA 
Kirk, David John, PA 
Kirk, Norris Jacob, PA 
Kleinman, Herman, PA 
Krug, Edgar 5., PA 
Le Winn, Edward Bernard, CT 
Leahy, John Francis, NY 
Li, Benjamin Luka, HAWAII 
Lindsay, Thomas Edgar, PA 
Majeski, Henry John, N) 
Markel, Maurice, PA 
Matheson, Joe Gaddy, NC 
Matternes, Lawrence A., PA 
McCain, Walkup Kennard, NC 
McCauley, Francis P., PA 
McDade, Robert E., NC 
McNair, Stirling Sharp, MS 
McNicholas, Edward Thomas, FA 
Merendino, Anthony Girard, NJ 
Metz, Charles Oliver, MO 
Meyers, Max Irving, PA 
Miller, Francis Grove, MD 
Miller, Frank Henry, PA 
Minier, Carl Louis, N) 
Mogan, Christopher Joseph, PA 
Morgan, Arthur Elwood, NC 
Morris, Rae H., NC 
Murray, William Archibald, PA 
Narducci, Anthony E., PA 
Nebinger, Rankin A, PA 
Nichols, Ace Elliott, TX 
Oreamuno-Flores, Alberto, COSTA RICA 
Parrish, Joseph Andrew, PA 
Pasquariello, Patrick 5" PA 
Penta, John Joseph, PA 
Petrucci, Ralph Joseph, RJ 
Pollock, Isador Ira, CT 
Ralston, James G., wv 
Rampona, James Raymond, OH 
Repa, Joseph John, PA 
Riddle, Alfonso Ricardo, TX 
Riggins, John Carlton, VA 
Romesberg, Earl Clinton, PA 
Rose, Thurman Hubert, NC 
Rummell, Russell William, OH 
Schellenger, Edward A Y, N) 
Seaman, Stephen Francis, PA 
Sentner, Charles Sylvester, PA 
Shaw, Ernest Irwin, AR 
Shipley, John Thomas, PA 
Smith, Isaac Robert, PA 
Smith, Lewis Aaron, PA 
Snyder, Cecil Dawson, KS 
Sommer, Ferdinand Comfort, PA 
Staats, Enoch Dwight, wv 
Stamps, George Ruffin, NC 
Stecher, William A. R., PA 
Stewart, James Kennedy, wv 
Stump, Wayne George, PA 
Sullivan, William Martin, Jr., N) 
Surver, James Miller, PA 
Szabo, Ladislas Thomas, OH 
Taylor, Francis 1., PA 
Thomas, Harry Burger, PA 
Tolan, Edward Vincent, PA 
Troncelliti, Alfred E., PA 
Uchiyama, Hoichiro, HAWAII 
Vick, Charles Lovell, NC 
Villegas, A Juan, COLOMBIA 
Walsh, Joseph Michael, PA 
Ward, James Purnell, MS 
Ward, Maurice John, PA 
Ware, Marvin Brister, MS 
Weed, Melrose Edmund, l'A 
Whitsell, fay Merrill, MO 
Williams, Harry, PA 
Yinger, Starling Cisco, OH 
Zavod, Wilham Abraham, P/\ 
Zielinski, Edmund John, MA 
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On February 22, 1930, the new 1025 Walnut 
Street College was dedicated. The speaker on 
this occasion was George B. McClellan, Ph.D., 
Professor of Economic History at Princeton Uni­
versity, the great-grandson of Jefferson's Foun­
der (Fig. 254). 
Among the 140 graduates, Francis J. Braceland 
was destined to become the most famous mem­
ber of the Class (Fig. 255). His prize in obstetrics, 
however, was not prophetic since he went di­
rectly into psychiatry following residency, be­
ginning at the Institute of the Pennsylvania Hos­
pital. Upon his return from a year of study in 
Europe in 1936, he was named Clinical Director 
at Pennsylvania. Advancing quickly he was also 
Assistant Professor at the Graduate School of 
Medicine of the University of Pennsylvania and 
Associate Professor at Woman's Medical College. 
In 1941 he was made Professor of Psychiatry and 
Dean of Loyola University School of Medicine, 
Chicago. During World War II he advanced to 
the rank of Captain in the United States Navy 
Medical Corps, serving as Special Assistant in 
Psychiatry to the Surgeon General. He was 
awarded the Legion of Merit by the Secretary of 
the Navy for outstanding services which in­
cluded duty as Chief of Neuropsychiatry, Bureau 
of Medicine and Surgery. In 1946 Dr. Braceland 
established the section of psychiatry at the Mayo 
Clinic as Consulting Psychiatrist as well as Pro­
fessor of Psychiatry at the Graduate School, Uni­
versity of Minnesota. He was President of the 
American Psychiatric Association (1956/57) in ad­
dition to many activities in other organizations. 
Upon retirement from Mayo, he became Psy­
chiatrist-in-Chief at the institute of Living at 
Fig. 254. Dedication of new 1025 Walnut Street College Building on February 22, 1930. Dean Patterson, Dr. George B. 
Mclellan, and Board President Alba B. Johnson (left to right). 
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Fig. 255. Francis J. Braceland OMC, '29), renowned psy­
chiatrist. 
Hartford, Connecticut and Clinical Professor at became an instructor in the Department of Ob­
Yale University. He received seven honorary de­ stetrics; Patrick J. Kennedy was a prominent oph­
grees, was named Knight of St. Gregory the thalmologist for many years associated with the 
Great by Pope Pius XII in 1951, and was awarded Wills Eye Hospital; Edward H. Kotin joined the 
the Laetare Medal from Notre Dame University Department of Medicine and for many years con­
as America's Outstanding Catholic Layman. In tributed clinical and teaching services; Marshall 
1967 he was the recipient of the Jefferson Alumni M. Lieber, after two years of European study, 
Achievement award. became a devoted teacher and researcher in the 
A number of 1930 graduates were prominent Department of Pathology, advancing to Associ­
in Philadelphia medical circles. George W. Bland ate Professor; Joseph Waldman went on to major 
achievements in ophthalmology, treating the 
King of Saudi Arabia during World War II while 
a major in the U.S. Army for which he received 
the Legion of Merit Award, and in civilian life 
specializi"ng in neuro-ophthalmology with pro­
motion at Jefferson to Professor of Ophthalmol­
ogy. 
Leon L. Berns, an honor graduate, after com­
pleting his internship, joined the Department of 
Anatomy at Jefferson and continued his teaching 
for more than 55 years, even after achieving the 
rank of Honorary Clinical Professor (Fig. 256). 
At the fiftieth Reunion of the Class of 1930, 
three retired Rear Admirals in the United States 
Navy were in attendance. They were Drs. Francis 
J. Braceland, Cecil H. Coggins, and Charles W. 
Letcher (Fig. 257). 
_·"{iii_PluM 
Aukstakalnis, Frank Joseph, PA Caulfield, Waiter Harry, RI 
Baker, Thomas Harding, DE Chylack, Leo 1'., PA 
Beasley, William DeFord, NC Cimochowski, Alexander, Bernard, FA 
Beatty, Gerald Aloysius, PA Cobots, Joseph Charles, PA 
Berns, Leon L., PA Cocke, Joseph G., AL 
Biglan, Albert Manley, PA Coggins, Cecil Hengy, MO 
Bland, George Willis, PA Cohen, Samuel, NY 
Blatt, John Frederick, PA Coleman, Ernest H., PA 
Bluestone, George Gabriel, PA Colley, Arthur Truman, PA 
Bolton, William Worden, I'A Comely, James Lemoyne, PA 
Bowerhan, J~obert Leroy, NY Cox, Percy Evans, MD 
Boyd, David A., Jr., MI Cravotta, Charles Angelo, PA 
Boyer, John Lott, PA Crothers, Kenneth Janney, MD 
Braceland, Francis James, PA Cyr, Gerald A., ME 
Brettcll, Howard W., OH Daugherty, Earl Alfred, PA 
Brown, Robert Hyatt, NC Davis, Elbert Vernon, NC 
Brown, William Lewis, 01 I DeFrancois, Walter, FA 
Buchman, David Hyman, PA Donald, Robert Lavalle, MS 
Burns, Francis L., MA Duffy, Charles, NC 
Cammarata, Joseph Anthony, PA Eason, Jack B., AZ 
Candel, Samuel, NY· Eberly, Albert Dunn, PA 
Carl, Robert Delroy, PA Ehrig, Philip frederick, FA 
19303£>0 
Fabian, John Paul, PA 
Findley, David Pressly, NE 
Fogel, Roland Harwood, PA 
Foy, James Henry, PA 
Fritts, Lewis Caufield, PA 
Garman, Russell Arthur, PA 
Goldfarb, Abraham, NJ 
Golub, Leib J., PA 
Goss, Louis, PA 
Gough, Edward John, PA 
Gunnet, Oren W., PA 
Guyer, Edward Cecil, WA 
Haentze, Frederick Edward, PA 
Hair, Joseph Tracey, sc 
Hammond, Newton Keith, PA 
Harmon, Walter H., NC 
Hartman, Russell Milton, PA 
Helmick, John Pierpont, wv 
Holmes, William Frederick,Jr., TX 
Hopkins, Wallace Eckley, PA 
Hubbard, Charles Crow, PA 
Fig. 256. Leon L. Berns OMC, '30), Clinical Professor of 
Anatomy who taught for more than 55 years. 
Hudson, William Evans, OH 
Hutchison, Lloyd Snyder, PA 
Jordan, James Shannon, PA 
Karr, David Bernard, TN 
Kendig, Harry Charles, PA 
Kennedy, Patrick J., PA 
Kesilman, Morris, PA 
Ketchum, Robert Dickerson, wv 
Kilborn, Melville Graves, NJ 
Kotin, Edward Howard, PA 
Kramer, Frederick Herman, wv 
Kuhn, John Raymond, Jr., MO 
Lasky, Lester, MS 
Ledden, John v., PA 
Lemmon, Junius Mayes, sc 
Lentz, Sylvester Eugene, PA 
Letcher, Charles W., PA 
Lieber, Marshall Max, CT 
Lucas, William Frederick, PA 
Makowski, Israel, RI 
Marcks, Kerwin Mathias, PA 
Marvil, James E., DE 
Mattas, Joseph Charles, PA 
Mattas, Oliver E., PA 
McHugh, Thomas Francis, PA 
Meagher, Angus Campbell, MT 
Miller, Merle Middour, PA 
Munson, Charles Leith, DE 
Nicholls, Richard B., VA 
Nightingale, Louis M., NH 
O'Donnell, Alan Edward, RI 
Oaks, Lloyd Edress, UT 
Ormond, Allison Lee, NC 
Padgett, Charles King, NC 
Peede, Alvin Wortham, NC 
Peoples, Harry Joseph, PA 
Powell, Raymond Knight, PA 
Rankin, Stewart L., PA 
Reeves, Julius Norman, NC 
Reigart, Paul M., PA 
Ricchiuti, Joseph F., PA 
Richardson, Claude Ervin, TN 
Riggle, Paul Phillips, PA 
Saslaw, Lewis Benjamin, FL 
Schell, Donald Edmond, PA 
Schultz, Merritt Campbell, PA 
Shemanski, Henry Leopold, PA 
Sherman, Fuller G., NJ 
Shirk, Paul Kuhlmann, PA 
Silbernagel, Wynne Metcalf, OH 
Smith, Ernest Gerard, PA 
Sorrell, Furman Yates, NC 
Stailey, Henry David, CA 
Stein, Irvin, NC 
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Streker, John Francis, KI 
Swartz, Edward Philip, PA 
Tong, Fook Hing, HAWAII 
Urbaitis, John Charles, PA 
Wagner, Edward Joscph, NY 
Waldman, Joseph, PA 
Wander, Maurice Carlyle, PA 
Warnock, Charles Harry, OH 
Wayman, Bernard Ralph, NJ 
Weakley, Virgil William, OH 
Weems, Don Bright, TN 
Weinstein, Sydney, OR 
White, Norman W., FA 
Williams, Arnold Herbert, PA 
Wilson, Dwight Elliott, FL 
Woehrle, Nelson Christian, PA 
Woodruff, Marston True, FA 
Woodruff, Ralph G., FL 
Wright, Herman Wilder, NC 
York, James Lawrencc, PA 
Zipin, David, PA 
Fig. 257. Three Rear Admirals from Class of 1930 at their 50th reunion. (Left to right Francis J. Braceland, Cecil H. Coggins 
and Charles W. Letcher.) 
"And to this thought 1 hold with firm persistence
 
The last result of wisdom stamps it true:
 
}Ie only earns his freedom and existence
 
Who daily conquers them anew."
 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1842). 
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At the Academy of Music on June 5, the degree 
of Doctor of Medicine was conferred upon the 
141 members of the class. This brought 15,474 
names to the total list of graduates. 
The Curtis Clinic, constructed at the Tenth and 
Walnut Street site of the 1898 Medical College 
building was dedicated on December 17, 1931. 
This facility greatly enhanced patient care and 
student teaching (Fig. 258). 
Kenneth Evans Fry won the gold medal sur­
gery prize for the best essay on a subject per­
taining to surgery and the gold medal for general 
excellence in clinical surgery. This marked the 
beginning of his career in the Surgery Depart­
ment in which he remained a role model to stu­
dents and residents alike in his well organized 
lectures, his operative technique, his surgical 
judgment and his keen knowledge of the surgical 
literature. He served throughout World War II 
in the Middle East and was most active in Alumni 
affairs such as Chairman of Annual Giving and 
President (1965). He was the first member of the 
Surgical Department to become Board Certified 
(1939) through taking the examinations (Fig. 
259). 
Robert Kyun Hyun Charr was an honor grad­
uate whose appointment in the Department of 
Medicine was interrupted by tuberculosis. Upon 
.. 
,Il
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Fig. 258. Cyrus H. K. Curtis, benefactor of the Curtis Clinic. Curtis Clinic dedicated December 17, 1931. 
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recovery he taught in Jefferson's Pine Street De­ structor in physical diagnosis and much admired 
partment for Diseases of the Chest and carried by the students as a superb and compassionate 
out research with Dr. J. Woodrow Savacool (JMC, clinician (Fig. 260). His brilliant career was cut 
'38, Fig. 280) in basic science and clinical aspects short by premature death. 
of pulmonary disease. He was a most effective in-
MiiiiiiiMm_ 
Antis, Max Abram, PA Donnelly, Edward John J., PA 
Ball, Charles Lightfoot, Jr., NC Driscoll, Charles Dennis, RI 
Banks, Roland W., PA Dubbs, Alfred w., PA 
Bartho, Blaine F., PA Edson, Reginald c., PA 
Berger, Morley, PA Emery James W., PA 
Berrillo, Anacleto, RI Farace, Joseph L., PA 
Bishko, Samuel J., OH Fisher, Edward J., PA 
Bonham, Dwight Turney, IL Fry, Kenneth E., WA 
Borbonus, John Norbert, PA Giering, John F., PA 
Brown, Albert Wheatland, PA Gillen, Dennis Ryan, OH 
Brunner, Austin Franklin, PA Gingrich, Rife, PA 
Burdick, Bingley Lyman, NY Gipstein, Edward, CT 
Butler, Claude Henry, NJ 
Charr, Robert Kyun Hyun, KOREA 
Cohen, Milton H., PA 
Cokely, Harold Jay, MO 
Collett, William Rich, MT 
Conlan, James Adrian, PA 
Corman, Paul M., PA 
Crellin, William Nathan, PA 
Danielson, Carl Leon, PA 
Davis, Raymond c., NJ 
de Prophetis, Rocco 1., PA 
Deutel, Oscar R., NJ 
Dichter, Irving Samuel, CT 
Dietz, Henry w., NC 
1931 
Fig. 259. Kenneth E. Fry (JMC, '31), Clinical Professor of 
Surgery, teaching at the bedside. 
Fig. 260. Robert K. J I. Charr (JMC, '31), researcher in pul­
monary diseases and popular lecturer in physical diagnosis. 
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Glenn, Eugene Byron, NC 
Goldman, Joel, PA 
Grazier, Clark Gilson, PA 
Green, Southgate Jones, NC 
Grossman, Maurice, NC 
Hager, Henry George, Jr., MD 
Haight, Warne Lowell, PA 
Halpern, Samuel, NJ 
Hauver, Richard v., MD 
Hemphill, Stuart Price, KY 
Hendricks, Walter Jacob, PA 
Henstell, Philip, CT 
Hobbs, Robert E., PA 
Hodges, Wyllys Royce, Jr., MD 
Horwell, Richard J., PA 
Hurley, Michael Joseph, Jr., PA 
Ishler, Harold L., PA 
Jacobs, Louis c., PA 
Jahnig, Richard Paul, PA 
Johnson, Howard A., NJ 
Justin, Peter A., PA 
Kahn, Leo, NJ 
Kaplan, Herbert, PA 
Katz, Martin Edwin, PA 
Kaufman, Abraham, PA 
Keller, Eli Jeremiah, PA 
Kent, Alfred Abraham, Jr., NC 
Kessler, Harry Tay, PA 
Knox, Earl Ross, PA 
Kough, Othello S., PA 
Krauss, Maurice Daniel, PA 
Latzo, John, PA 
Lesnow, Jack M., CT 
Lewis, John E., PA 
Lowry, Forrest Ellsworth, OH 
Lupo, Deonis M., CT 
Lyerly, James Miller, VA 
Lynch, Edward Thomas, NC 
Maddrey, Milner Crocker, NC 
Markel, Joseph, PA 
Markley, Ralph, PA 
Marks, Myel', PA 
Matta, Amar Dass, INDIA 
McClain, Harry c., PA 
McCormick, William Milton, PA 
McDowell, Harold Clyde, NC 
McDowell, William K., NC 
McMartin, William Joseph, NE 
Miller, John Veil, PA 
Morgan, Leslie Emanuel, PA 
Moser, George P., PA 
Murphy, John Thomas, PA 
Murray, John Allen, PA 
Newman, William Harris, Jr., PA 
Nipple, Vincent Clayton, PA 
Noble, Nathan Morton, PA 
O'Leary, Thomas Francis, PA 
Oliver, Andres Gilberto, PUERTO RlCO 
Parks, Harold Darby, TX 
Paschal, George W., Jr., NC 
Patella, Eugene Michael, NY 
Peacock, Arthur Bigelow, NC 
Pepper, Max, FL 
Praver, Louis L., OH 
Prunty, Francis Crandall, wv 
Quinn, John Lawrence, OH 
Ralph, Nathan, PA 
Rathmell, Thomas Kessinger, PA 
Ravit, George Jonathan, MA 
Reis, Paul B., PA 
Riley, Frederick Raymond, RI 
Rintz, Norman Charles, PA 
Roccapriore, Benjamin Anthony, CT 
Schuster, Lawrence E., NY 
Shapiro, Jacob, PA 
Shue, Spurgeon Theodore, PA 
Sica, Paul Anthony, PA 
Sikes, Charles Henry, NC 
Smith Donald c., PA 
Smith, Rollin H., MO 
Smyth, Jack Flemming, OH 
Sprenkel, Vaughan Leroy, PA 
Steinberg, Saul, PA 
Stoner, Donald Dudley, PA 
Suffoletta, Daniel Benedict, PA 
Suter, Harry F., PA 
Taylor, Raymond A., NJ 
Tisherman, Robert Carl, PA 
Todd, Myron Andrew, PA 
Tompkins, Donald R., ND 
Tornay, Anthony Stephen, PA 
Turner, Wayne Edward, PA 
Tyau, George K. F., HAWAII 
Van Loon, Lawrence Gwyn, PA 
Vatter, Leonard George, Jr., IL 
Wagner, Ira Garfield, Jr., PA 
White, Hilary Francis, MA 
Wiant, Herman Ernest, NJ 
Williams, James Thomas, PA 
Wolverton, Giles, OH 
Zangrilli, Alfred A., PA 
Zimmerman, Coler, NJ 
Zugerman, Isadore, PA 
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The Commencement was held on June 3 for 
143 graduates in the Academy of Music. The ad­
dress was delivered by George Barton Cutten, 
D.D., Ph.D., LL.D., President of Colgate Uni­
versity, on ff A Layman's Advice to Doctors. If 
C. Earl Albrecht, class historian with a prior 
degree in theology from Moravian College and 
Seminary, became a pioneer in the Matanuska 
Valley of Alaska. He progressed to appointment 
as the first Alaskan Commissioner of Health. In 
1961 as Assistant Secretary of Health for Penn­
sylvania, he was named Visiting Professor of 
Public Health at Jefferson. In 1963 he became 
fulltime Professor of Preventive Medicine, con­
ducting several important regional surveys. He 
also advanced in the United States Army Medical 
Corps to the rank of Brigadier General. Following 
retirement from Jefferson, he became involved 
with the Trans-Arctic Medical Association and 
participated in its symposia on Circumpolar 
Health (Fig. 261). 
Nathan S. Schlezinger, following Jefferson in­
ternship, pursued the study of neurology and 
psychiatry at Columbia University where he re­
ceived the degree of Doctor of Science in 1938. 
Returning to Jefferson as Ross V. Patterson Fel­
low in Neurology, he soon joined the staff of 
Wills Eye Hospital where he developed the new 
specialty of neuro-ophthalmology. He pro­
gressed to Chief of Neurology at Wills, serving 
until retirement in 1976. Dr. Schlezinger ad­
vanced to Professor of Neurology at Jefferson 
where he also organized the Myasthenia Gravis 
Clinic (Fig. 262). 
Howard C. Leopold, winner of the Saunders 
Prize, trained under Bela Schick and at the Cooke 
Clinic in New York in the emerging field of al­
lergy. He was appointed to the Jefferson Allergy 
Clinic under Dr. J. Alexander Clarke in 1936. He 
became Chief of the Clinic in 1959 in addition to 
serving as consultant to numerous regional hos.. 
pitals. 
G. Henry Katz became a psychiatrist, for many 
years Director of the Devereux School. He was 
also affiliated with the Graduate School of the 
University of Pennsylvania and was elected the 
first President of the Philadelphia Association for 
Psychoanalysis. 
Several class members became associated with 
the teaching staff following Jefferson internship. 
John J. Cheleden was trained in proctology and 
was a loyal alumnus throughout his career which 
he later pursued in Florida. Frederick W. Dear­
dorff was appointed to the Department of Sur­
gery, also briefly serving in thoracic surgery at 
the Department for Diseases of the Chest. Lewis 
C. Manges, Jr. was on the surgical staff of Jef­
ferson as well as of the Philadelphia General Hos­
pital. George A. Porreca became Clinical Assis­
tant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
Fig 261. C. Earl Albrecht (JMC, '32), first Alaskan Com­
mlssoner of Health. 
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Adlin, Albert, PA 
Albrecht, C. Earl, MN 
Allen, Homer Richard, PA 
Allen, Reginald A., RI 
Ashley, Claude Wilber, MO 
Averbach, Bertram Frederick, OH 
Ayers, James S., NC 
Bair, Charles William, PA 
Bakunin, Maurice Irving, CT 
Barthold, Joseph Leo, PA 
Baver, George A., PA 
Benson, Kenneth Haworth, IN 
Berrettini, Achilles Alfred, PA 
Bittrich, Norbert Martin, PA 
Boland, Francis Patrick, PA 
Brandwan, Samuel, Jr., PA 
Bronk, Henry N., PA 
Brown, Augustus W. H., OH 
Brown, Louis Emmitt, Jr., OH 
Buonato, Sebastian James, PA 
Cacia, John Joseph, PA 
Chapnick, Morton Herman, CT 
Cheleden, John Joseph, PA 
Claffey, John Bernard, PA 
Costello, Thomas Joseph, PA 
Fig. 262. Nathan S. Schlezinger OMC, (32), pioneer in 
neuro-ophthalmology. 
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Curtis, Morris Williams, FA 
Darnall, Carl Robert, DC 
Deardorff, Frederick W., FA 
Deich, Samuel, N] 
Deitz, Aaron, MD 
Dodson, Claude Cordray, PA 
Doyle, William Joseph, PA 
Durante, Raphael Henry, PA 
Endres, Warren H., PA 
Ezell, Stiles Dean, sc 
Fales, Robert M., NC 
Ferguson, George B., OH 
Fine, Barnet, CT 
Finkelstein, Herman, FA 
Flaig, Julian Vincent, PA 
Fortin, Francis Frederick, MA 
Gelfand, David, PA 
Gerber, Morris Jean, PA 
Gillespie, Patrick Joseph, FA 
Gillis, Alfred George, FA 
Goodman, Francis Eugene, PA 
Grace, James J., PA 
Grim, Earl Henry, FA 
Haar, Frederick B., NC 
Haimes, Solomon Manuel, PA 
Hawley, Charles F., NY 
Hegarty, Francis A., PA 
Hershey, Joseph Ivan, PA 
Hinkson, William James, PA 
Hoffman, David, N] 
Hoffman, Joseph Francis, PA 
Hohman, George Charles, PA 
Holleman, Charles Edward, Jr., NC 
Horn, Leonard, NY 
Horovitz, Morris Thomas, PA 
Horton, Park Martin, PA 
Howell, William Murdock, PA 
Hudson, Floyd Isaac, PA 
Hughes, William Lloyd, PA 
James, Alfred Elmore, PA 
Karr, Howard Harris, TN 
Katz, Gabriel Henry, PA 
Kaufman, Samuel Russel, FA 
Kehres, Henry Nathan, FA 
Klempner, Paul, NJ 
Kredel, Thomas W., PA 
LaClair, Charles Huston, Jr., FA 
Ladden, John Joseph, PA 
Layton, Robert Reese, Jr., DE 
Lechman, Joseph Francis, PA 
Leopold, Howard Charles, FA 
Lesh, Vincent 0., N) 
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Liberacc, Ettore Valentino, PA 
Lichstein, Jacob, PA 
Lomax, Joseph, PA 
Lyons, Ralph, PA 
Lytle, Carl S., FL 
Maloney, Francis Dunn, CT 
Manges, Lewis c., Jr., PA 
Martin, John T., SC: 
McClintock, Walter Lowrie, MA 
McGlade, Thomas Henry, NJ 
McLaughlin, Thomas Finley, PA 
Meckstroth, Herman Franklin, PA 
Megowan, Robert, PA 
Meranse, Theodore, PA 
Moore, Thomas Scott, OH 
Morrison, Donald Allan R., HAWAII 
Moscarella, Alfred Savino, NY 
Murphy, Myles Joseph, PA 
Murray, William J. c., RI 
Neff, Walter S., PA 
Nightingale, Arthur B., NH 
Northrop, Robert Arthur, CT 
Pace, Samuel Eugene, NC 
Pearson, Julius R., NJ 
Pentz, Clarence Rolland, PA 
Perrine, Cornelius c., Nj 
Phelps, John Mahlon, NC 
Pious, William L., CT 
Podboy, August J., PA 
Porreca, George A., PA 
Pratt, Arthur G., NJ 
Provisor, Benjamin, Nj 
Ricchiuti, A. George, PA 
Rice, William Thomas, OJ-{ 
Rogers, Herman c., PA 
Hosenberry, Benjamin F. L., PA 
Rosenbluth, Sidney B., NY 
Rothermel, John Keim, PA 
Runkle, Stuart Calvin, Jr., PA 
Saylor, Lloyd Elwood, PA 
Schlezinger, Nathan S., OH 
Schreiner, Herman Michael, PA 
Schwebel, Samuel, OH 
Scott, Michael Milton, Nj 
Serino, Gerard S., PA 
Shoun, Alexander Nelson, TN 
Silver, Morris Alvin, PA 
Spalletta, Camillus Henry, PA 
Stahl, Lloyd Alva, PA 
Stiller, David, NY 
Thorner, Melvin Wilfred, Nj 
Tomaseski, William Henry, PA 
Ullery, John Calvin, OH 
Ungar, John, Jr., PA 
Vastine, J. Robert, PA 
Viener, Bernard, PA 
Wade, James Lowrance, wv 
Weintraub, Sydney Edward, PA 
Weres, James, NJ 
West, William B., PA 
Wetzel, Roy James, PA 
Weymouth, Raymond Eugene, ME 
Windley, William Hays, NC 
Wolfe, Eugene Fink, PA 
Wright, Burchard 1;:., Jr., FL 
Young, Herbert Keith, sc 
Do not stop to think about the reasons for what you are doing, about why you are 
questioning. Curiosity has its own reason for existence. One cannot help but be in awe 
when he contemplates the mysteries of eternity, of life, of the inarvelous structure of 
reality. It is enough if one tries merely to comprehend a little of this mystery each day. 
Never lose a holy curiosity. 
Albert Einstein 0879-1955) 
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Class of 1932, Commencement June 3, Academy of Music. 
The Oath of Hippocrates 
I swear by Apollo, the physician, and Asclepius and Health and All-Heal and all the gods and 
goddesses that, according to my ability and judgment, 1 will keep this oath and stipulation: 
To reckon him who taught me his art equally dear to me as my parents, to share my 
substance with him and relieve his necessities if required; to regard his offspring as on 
the same footing with my own brothers, and to teach them this art if they should wish 
to learn it, without fee or stipulation, and that by precept, lecture and every other mode 
of instruction, I will impart a knowledge of the art to my own sons and to those of my 
teachers, and to disciples bound by a stipulation and oath, according to the law of 
medicine, but to none others. 
I will follow that method of treatment which, according to my ability and judgment, 
I consider for the benefit of my patients, and abstain from whatever is deleterious and 
mischievous, I will give no deadly medicine to anyone if asked, nor suggest any such 
counsel; furthermore, I will not give to a woman an instrument to produce abortion. 
With purity and with holiness I will pass my life and practice my art, I will not cut 
a person who is suffering from a stone, but will leave this to be done by practitioners 
of this work. Into whatever houses I enter I will go into them for the benefit of the sick 
and will abstain from every voluntary act of mischief and corruption; and further from 
the seduction of females or males, bond or free. 
Whatever, in connection with my professional practice, or not in connection with it, 
I may see or hear in the lives of men which ought not to be spoken abroad I will not 
divulge, as reckoning that all such should be kept secret. 
While I continue to keep this oath unviolated may it be granted to me to enjoy life 
and the practice of the art, respected by all men at all times, but should I trespass and 
violate this oath, may the reverse be my lot. 
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Four years of the 1929 depression had changed 
many aspects of the Jefferson experience. Aus­
terity was the order of the period and many am­
bitious programs had to be deferred or cancelled. 
Generally, however, morale was well maintained 
although many graduates were compelled to al­
ter their career goals and hopes. The members 
of this class numbered 140. 
Daniel C. Baker, Jr., after his Jefferson intern­
ship, went on to a career in otolaryngology, stim­
ulated in the specialty by admiration for Profes­
sor Louis H. Clerf (JMC, '12, Fig. 183). Dr. Baker 
served in the U.S. Navy during World War II 
and was appointed Assistant Professor of Oto­
laryngology at Columbia University School of 
Medicine in 1946. He became full Professor in 
1964 (Fig. 263). He was Director of the Otolar­
yngological service at Presbyterian Hospital, 
New York, and consultant at many regional hos­
pitals. He was President of the American Bron­
cho-esophagological Association and at the time 
of his death he was President-elect of the Amer­
ican Laryngological Association. He was much 
in demand as a lecturer. He delivered the Chev­
alier Jackson Memorial Lectureship of the Phil­
adelphia Laryngological Society. Selected to re­
ceive the Jefferson Alumni Achievement Award 
for 1974, Dr. Baker died a few days prior to the 
event. The Award was received in his behalf by 
his son, Daniel C. Baker, III, M.D. 
Jacob J. Kirshner was appointed to the De­
partment of Medicine and served for many years 
in the Pulmonary Division (Fig. 264). He ad­
vanced to Clinical Assistant Professor of Medi­
cine. Dr. Kirshner also served for some years as 
Medical Director of the Eagleville Sanatorium 
and as Consultant to the Philadelphia Depart­
ment of Health. 
Other class members who were appointed to 
Jefferson teaching posts included Charles W. 
Semisch, III, Assistant Professor of Medicine, 
Leon N. Prince and Arnold Goldberger, both 
Clinical Assistant Professors of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology. 
Alexander, Gilbert H., NY 
Baker, Daniel Clifton, Jr., FA 
Baker, Theodore, Jr., FA 
Barner, John 1., IA 
Barnett, Thomas, FA 
Barstow, Richard 1., MA 
Bell, Dudley Philip, CA 
Bobes, Solomon Subere, wv 
Boland, Francis Bernard, FA 
Bond, Jesse H., Oll 
Borthwick, Malcolm James, PA 
Bower, John R., FA 
Britt, Edward Charles, FA 
Brown, Joseph Mark, NO 
Burn, John F., PA 
Cantor, Max, FA 
Cassone, Vincent James, FA 
Chodoff, Richard Joseph, FA 
Cleaver, C. Perry, FA 
Cook, Norman Lyle, FA 
Copleman, Benjamin, NJ 
MiAijiiMPUW 
Crandall, Noble Franklin, OB 
Crow, Morton Jay, OB 
Cuden, Nathan Joseph, FA 
Custer, Edward William, FA 
Dacus, Robert Mabry, Jr., sc 
Davis, John Evan, Jr., PA 
Deibert, Glenn Aneas H., FA 
Denbo, Elic A., NJ 
Denny, Michael Richard, PA 
Detar, David Dewey, PA 
Dye, franklin Foster, OH 
Eddy, Lester R., OH 
Elkins, Murray, NY 
Ellin, Victor Blewett, FA 
Elliott, Frazier Jackson, PA 
Evans, Thomas Russell, FA 
Feissner, Herman, Jr., PA 
Feldser, Oscar Benjamin, FA 
Fennell, Ralph Elmer, PA 
Fescina, Joseph Vincent, PA 
Finlayson, Bliss 1., UT 
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Flaherty, James Aloysius, PA 
Frick, Willis Gilbert, PA 
Fuerst, Harold T., NY 
Gadomski, Casimir Francis, NJ 
Gartman, Edward, PA 
Geibel, Frank Baum, PA 
Gibbons, Charles Aloysius, Jr., PA 
Gilbert, Philip D., PA 
Glocker, Rudolph Karl, PA 
Goldberger, Arnold, PA 
Gordon, Jacob, PA 
Habel, Karl, PA 
Hamilton, Francis J., PA 
Harris, Harold Byron, PA 
Harris, Isaac Emeron, Jr., NC 
Hawkins, Wilbur James, Jr., PA 
Heiligman, Nathan H., PA 
Hersohn, William Wolf, NJ 
Hipple, Percy L., Jr., PA 
Holmes, Arthur E., PA 
Hoyt, Ralph c., PA 
Irwin, George Middleton, PA 
Jenkins, Edward John, PA 
Kavanaugh, Myles Thomas, PA 
Kemble, John W., PA 
Kemble, Robert Penn, PA 
Kessel, Clark, wv 
Kieffer, Jesse, PA 
Kirshner, Jacob J., PA 
Kitchin, Jesse Walton, NC 
Kniseley, Joseph Harry, PA 
Koretsky, Leo, MA 
Kotanchik, Walter E., PA 
Lamberson, Harry Henry, co 
Leach, John Edward, NJ 
Leath, MacLean Bacon, Jr., NC 
Leiby, Lewis James, PA 
Leichner, Thomas Joseph, PA 
Levick, Alfred David, MA 
Loder, Earl Samuel, PA 
Lyman, James Francis, PA 
Mackowski, Herbert William, NY 
Matys, Edmund Vincent, PA 
McCorkle, William Pyles, Jr., PA 
McKnight, William Patton, PA 
Mermon, Michael S., PA 
Fig. 263. Daniel C. Baker, Jr. OMC, '33), noted otolaryn­
gologist. 
Fig. 264. Jacob J. Kirshner OMC, '33) pictured (left) with 
Burgess L. Gordon OMC, '14) and Peter A. Theodos OMC, 
'35) in Jefferson Unit of World War II. 
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Miller, Connell Hutchison, PA 
Miller, Leon, PA 
Morgan, Richard William, PA 
Murphy, Thomas Francis, CT 
Murray, Edwin N., PA 
Myers, Norman VanSant, NJ 
Pandolfo, Harry, PA 
Patton, Howard R., Jr., PA 
Pellicane, Anthony J., N] 
Pewterbaugh, David Chester, PA 
Pezzuti, Hamil Ralph, PA 
Phillips, Clarence Eugene, PA 
Prince, Leon Nathaniel, PA 
Raymond, Eugene Edward, PA 
Reedy, Walter Joseph, PA 
Reeves, Raymond W., NC 
Reynolds, Kenneth Earl, PA 
Ricker, Charles Thorne, N] 
Ridgway, Eli Chester, Jr., NJ 
Ruppersberg, Anthony, Jr., OH 
Sabatino, Nathan Andrew, NY 
Schaub, John J., PA 
Schlossbach, Theodore, N] 
Schwartz, Charles E., PA 
Schwartz, George Jacob, Jr., PA 
Seidelman, Sidney Elias, NJ 
Sellitto, Anthony M., N] 
Semisch, Charles William, III, PA 
Sharp, William Thomas, OH 
Shellenberger, Lewis c., PA 
Shields, Marshall Francis; PA 
Shivelhood, David Kalbach, PA 
Smith, J. Stanley, PA 
Smith, Raymond Francis, NY 
Stapinski, Stanley Michael, PA 
Steele, James McLeod, PA 
Steele, Robert, PA 
Stein, Samuel H., PA 
Sutula, John Vincenl, PA 
Taggart, William Graham, OH 
Thompson, Thomas Ewing, Jr., PA 
Urban, Joseph T., PA 
Vaughan, Walter Weddle, NC 
Vincent, Nicholas F. K., N] 
Walter, Henry, Jr., PA 
Warfield, Robert B., PA 
Weaver, Andrew Jackson, NC 
Wilson, George Brinton, Jr., PA 
Windham, John Evans, MS 
Wolf, Edward T., OK 
Wong, James Sin Fook, HAWAII 
Zakrzewski, Matthew Joseph, PA 
College Auditorium, named "Herbut Auditorium" in 1979. 
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